
 

A Clayton Family Christmas 
 
This year has been quite an eventful year for us.  It began (a day or so early) with a positive result on a 
pregnancy test, and will finish at the halfway mark of Justin's residency.  It has been a whirlwind year full 
of tears, laughter, family and friends.  
 
On December 30, 2011, we were excited to find out we were expecting a new baby.  Our first call was to 
pass on the news to Justin's father who was very ill.  We were overjoyed that he was able to hear the 
news while still able to communicate.  On January 9, the world lost a remarkable man.  Justin's father, 
Paul A. Clayton II, passed away.  You can read more about that here, and here.  It was somewhat 
expected, but still very difficult, and he passed without much pain. The 
remainder of the year involved a lot of adjustment to that loss.   
 
On August 24, 2012 our family welcomed the newest family member, 
Timothy Paul Clayton.  He joined us weighing 6 pounds 4 ounces and 
measuring 18 1/4 inches.  He came out healthy and strong and has 
remained so these past four months.  He keeps us smiling.  He has 
started smiling and is so close to giggling.  He is trying hard to roll over 
and thinks his brother and sisters are the greatest.  There is rarely a time 
when we look at him when he isn't cooing and smiling at them.  He has 

been quite a joy to have in our home.  
He eats and sleeps like a champ.  You 
can read a little about Timothy here and 
here.   
 
Collin turned four this year and made the 
big transition to Pre-K.  He loves being a 
big brother and thinks the world of 
Timothy.  Collin has taken to school really well.  He has learned all the 
letters, writes his name, and loves 'reading' as much as he knows how.  
He has quite the brains and keeps trying to learn more.  Somehow or 
another he has taken to learning 
addition and his favorite thing to do 
is ask mom what does 2+2 make?  I 
have made him figure it out on his 
own and now he does it instead of 
asking.  It is a sweet thing to see. 

You can read a bit about Collin here.   
 
Felicity turned 7 this summer and began 2nd grade this August.  She 
has finally taken to enjoying reading and is starting to discover why 
her sister loves it so much.  She is our more athletic child.  You can 
often find her doing cartwheels she has taught herself to do. Our 
goal with her next year is to get her involved in a sport.  She loves 
anything that could be considered physical education.  She is doing 
great in school and is progressing up the rocket math in both 
addition and subtraction.  She loves to be helpful with Timothy and 
wishes I was more willing to let her do everything.  You can read 
some about her here.   
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Jaicie is growing up far too fast for my taste.  She turned nine this 
summer and started fourth grade.  She is reading at a 9th grade level 
and has read all of the Harry Potter series, among many others.  She 
is working her way through the Fablehaven series and the Heroes of 
Olympus series.  If only she actually had all the books in the series, 
she could finish them... She is ready to be a grown up.  She does a 
great job helping take care of her baby brother.  She has blessed us 
greatly by being able to help with feeding and holding Timothy.  She 
plays with him and makes him smile and talk to her.  It has been so 
fun to watch her with him.  I have finally relaxed a little, since Timothy 
has a stronger neck, and I let her pick him up a little more often. You 
can read about Jaicie here.   
 
Justin finished his second year in residency and started his third year.  
As of December 31 he is officially halfway done with residency.  Only 
two and a half years to go... It's been wonderful seeing him come 

home having loved the work he did that day.  Oh the wonder of doing what you love.  He is at the point 
now where he actually has to decide what he wants to do when he grows up...or finishes residency...he 
is still debating about a fellowship in foot and ankle or remaining a general orthopedist.  We are also 
starting to figure out where we want to end up when the training is over.  Justin was commissioned a 
Captain in the US Army Reserves as part of their Medical Corp.  He now is addressed as Captain and 
Doctor depending on who is talking to him... Captain Justin B. Clayton, MD.  It has a nice ring to it.  Here 
are a few posts about Justin and here are a few posts he wrote... 
 
As for me, I stay busy with the kids mostly.  I have a few clients with my business but have taken a step 
back with Timothy's arrival.  I still do a few things but am not working as much.  I thoroughly enjoy 
everything I do.  The kids keep me on my toes and keep reminding me of how important parents are in 
their lives.  My family is my life and I couldn't imagine a world without them. I have accomplished a lot in 
the past year-- growing a baby, delivering a baby by c-section, surviving a hot summer pregnant, 
maintaining a home, and raising my children...regardless of what else I did, those are my biggest 
accomplishments...they come in my four children and in the next year I hope to become a better, more 

patient mother and help them grow in love, learning, life and the 
gospel.   
 
The next year will bring new adventures.  Felicity turns 8 in June.  
Her baptism will be on June 22, her eighth birthday (you are 
welcome to attend if you'd like, just email me).  We will watch 
Collin start full day kindergarten. Jaicie will begin her LAST year 
of elementary school and reach double digits in her age. Justin 
will become a Chief resident when he begins his fourth year in 
July and begin chief call.  Timothy will have lots of adventures as 
he learns to crawl, walk, talk, eat and so many other things. As 
for me I get to continue my favorite job with my children.   
 
I hope you find Joy in the Journey this holiday season and 
throughout the next year.  
 

Merry Christmas to all.    
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